We present a continuous dual of multiterminal source encoding with one distortion criterion (the \Berger-Yeung problem"). A continuous source X is encoded with \high resolution" (D x ! 0), with the aid of a \helper", i.e., a correlated discrete or continuous source Y , that is encoded separately subject to some arbitrary distortion criterion D y . We nd the asymptotic form of the set of achievable coding rates R(D x ; D y ) of the X -and Y -encoders as D x ! 0. Two extreme cases of our result provide high resolution interpretations to the classical work of Wyner, Ahlswede, Korner and Ziv on source coding with side information.
I. Introduction
A decoder receives encodings of memoryless correlated sources fX k g and fY k g from separate encoders at rates R 1 and R 2 , respectively, and needs to reconstruct the sources subject to delity criteria D x We give the Berger-Yeung problem a high resolution interpretation. We assume that X k is real valued, has a \smooth" conditional distribution given Y k , and is encoded with small mean squared error D x . We determine the asymptotic form of the region R(D x ; D y ) in the limit as D x ! 0 (or R 1 ! 1). Thus, the assumption of lossless coding of fX k g in the Berger-Yeung problem is replaced here by high resolution coding of the continuous source fX k g. This result extends our earlier work 12] in which both sources are encoded with high resolution.
The following scenarios may motivate this problem:
Y helps X: We are mainly (or only) interested in an accurate reproduction of the source fX k g, but the cost of sending bits through channel 1 is very high, whereas using channel 2 is cheap. Here the encoder of the correlated source fY k g serves as a \helper" to reduce the rate 1 in channel 1, and D y is large (or = 1). X helps Y : We are interested in encoding fY k g, but the cost of sending bits through channel 2 is very high, while the cost of using channel 1 is negligible, allowing a large rate R 1 . In the next section we state our main result. In Section III we consider the two special cases of our problem which correspond to the WZ and the WAK problems. In Section IV we give an explicit characterization of the asymptotic rate region when the sources are jointly Gaussian and delity is measured by the squared error distortion measure. The proof of the main result is given in the last section.
II. Statement of Result
Consider a sequence f(X k ; Y k )g of independent copies of a pair of correlated random variables X 2 R 1 and Y 2 Y, where Y is a discrete or a continuous alphabet. An encoder receives a vector X = X 1 ; : : : ; X n and transmits an index W x = f 1 (X). A separate encoder receives a vector Y = Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n and transmits an index W y = f 2 (Y ). A joint decoder receives both indices and produces reconstructions of the sourcesX = g x (W x ; W y ) andŶ = g y (W x ; W y ), whereX 1 ; : : : ;X n belong to R 1 (like the samples of the source X), andŶ 1 ; : : : ;Ŷ n belong to some reconstruction 2 alphabetŶ. We are interested in the set R(D x ; D y ) = f(R 1 ; R 2 )g of admissible coding rates R 1 = 1 n log kf 1 k; R 2 = 1 n log kf 2 k (1) subject to a mean squared error constraint on X 
Thus, the union in (5) (4), without the \ 1 2 log 2 eD x " terms, and with regular entropies rather than di erential entropies of X.
For stating the forward part of Theorem 1 below, we need to impose a certain condition upon the joint distribution of (X; Y ) and the distortion measure d y . Let V be any random variable satisfying a Markov chain relation X $ Y $ V , and let N be Gaussian with variance and independent of (X; Y; V ). We will require that for any such V
Property (7) is a smoothness condition in X for the estimation of Y , that is not easy to verify in general. Accordingly, we can give explicit su cient conditions for (7) 
We believe that (7) (4)) is bounded by a \Shannon-type" lower bound, which becomes tight in the limit of high resolution. As in 12], this theorem can easily be extended to more general di erence distortion measures for the source X, and to a many-terminal con guration (rather than two as above) in which all but one terminal operate with high resolution.
III. Analysis of the Asymptotic Rate Region
The union over the choice of the random variable V in the de nition of R (D x ; D y ) in (5), makes it di cult to evaluate R (D x ; D y ) explicitly. Two important special cases will help us get insight into the structure of the asymptotic rate region R (D x ; D y ), and in some cases to calculate it. The rst is when D y D y;max , where ; (14) where the trivial point (h(X) ? 1 2 log 2 eD x ; 0) 2 R (D x ; D y;max ) and the convexity of the rate region R (D x ; D y ) allow in this case to compact the characterization of R WAK (D x ) into two inequalities rather than three. We call the boundary of this region the \WAK curve".
The second case is when R 2 is equal to its minimal possible value 
is on the WAK curve, and all random variables V associated with points above (19) on the WAK curve satisfy the distortion constraint E d (Y jX; V ) D y . 1 Then we can achieve any point on the WAK curve down to the point (R 1 ; R 2 ) in (19). Connecting the points (18) If we are lucky, the random variables V WZ and V WAK are the same, whereupon the outer and inner bounds coincide and fully characterize R (D x ; D y ). This is the case when fX k ; Y k g is Gaussian and squared error is the distortion measure, as described in the next section. 
The proof of (20) and (21) follows by a simple application of the entropy-power inequality to thus from (41),
Moreover, sinceŶ is a function of (W y ; W x ), we have for the Y -distortion (see (6) , (40)) We need to show that Condition (8) 
where we used the fact that N is independent of (X; Y; V ). 
